SENATE BILL 19-169

BY SENATOR(S) Tate and Bridges, Gardner, Holbert, Rankin, Woodward; also REPRESENTATIVE(S) Arndt and Titone, Bockenfeld, Duran, Hansen, Mullica.

CONCERNING PROJECT MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIES FOR CERTAIN STATE CONTRACTS.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, 24-37-302, amend (1)(a.5)(III) and (1)(a.5)(IV); and add (1)(a.5)(V) as follows:

24-37-302. Responsibilities of the office of state planning and budgeting. (1) The office of state planning and budgeting shall assist the governor in his or her responsibilities pertaining to the executive budget. Specifically, it shall:

(a.5) Design and prepare, in coordination with the staff of the joint technology committee of the general assembly, the forms and instructions to be used in preparation of all budget requests and supplemental budget requests submitted to the joint technology committee pursuant to section 24-37-304 (1)(c.5). The staff of the joint technology committee shall make
recommendations to the joint technology committee regarding such forms and instructions for the committee's approval. The forms and instructions shall require that budget requests submitted to the joint technology committee include:

(III) A range of options for completing the project, including the estimated costs for such options; and

(IV) Any other available and relevant information obtained from the market research related to the information technology budget request; AND

(V) For a major information technology project, as defined in section 24-37.5-102 (2.6), submitted to the joint technology committee for funding in the 2020-2021 state fiscal year or any state fiscal year thereafter, a written business case that includes at a minimum:

(A) A description of the business need for the major information technology project;

(B) A budget for the major information technology project;

(C) An estimate of the operational impacts of the major information technology project;

(D) A scan of available options to meet the business need for the major information technology project;

(E) An outline of the benefits to the state of a successful implementation of the major information technology project and an outline with time frames of anticipated benefits;

(F) An analysis of the risks of not pursuing the major information technology project and how the proposed solutions will mitigate those risks; and

(G) An assessment of business process improvement, the need for process improvement, and corresponding change management for the major information technology project.
SECTION 2. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add 24-37.5-118 as follows:

24-37.5-118. Major information technology projects - project management and metrics. (1) (a) The office shall ensure that every major information technology project has a project manager in the office. The office and the state agency that is a party to the contract for the major information technology project shall ensure that the project manager from the office is regularly involved in the management of the project. The project manager for each major information technology project is required to develop, in coordination with the state agency that is a party to the contract for a major information technology project, applicable project baseline metrics for the project as specified in subsection (1)(b) of this section to be used to track the progress of the project. The project manager for each major information technology project shall obtain approval for the project baseline metrics from the state agency that is a party to the contract for the major information technology project. The office shall ensure that the contractor does not begin work on a major information technology project until the project manager has developed the baseline metrics for the project and the baseline metrics have been approved by the state agency that is a party to the contract for the project.

(b) The project manager for a major information technology project is required to develop baseline metrics for the project that include, but need not be limited to:

(I) The project scope, including a statement of the products, services, and results that a project is required to deliver;

(II) The project schedule, including the planned dates for significant milestones for a project;

(III) The project budget, including the authorized estimated budget for all phases of the project; and

(IV) The expected and acceptable quality of the project.
(2) (a) The office shall develop, in cooperation with the state agency that is a party to the contract for a major information technology project, performance indicators for the project to be used to monitor the project. The performance indicators shall include quantitative metrics to assess variations in the baseline metrics for a project, such as a schedule and cost performance measurements. The office, in coordination with the state agency that is a party to the contract for a major information technology project, shall also establish quantitative critical success factors to track the success of each major information technology project.

(b) If the office chooses to use color levels as performance indicators, the office shall include a definition of each color level and shall specify the performance indicator value used to assign the color level.

(c) The office shall create and maintain on its website a user-friendly, public-facing data visualization tool that provides an analysis and visual representation of the performance indicators that it develops pursuant to this section.

(3)(a) After the project manager has obtained approval for the project baseline metrics from the applicable state agency pursuant to subsection (1) of this section, the project manager shall provide the following to the joint technology committee:

(I) The approved baseline metrics that will be used to track the progress of the project;

(II) The performance indicators that will be used to assess variations in the baseline metrics for the project; and

(III) The quantitative critical success factors that will be used to track the success of the project.

(b) If a project manager for a major information technology project modifies the performance indicators for the project during the duration of the project, the project manager shall notify the joint technology committee of the change and shall provide the
UPDATED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS TO THE COMMITTEE.

(4) (a) After the project manager has provided the baseline metrics, performance indicators, and critical success factors for a major information technology project to the joint technology committee pursuant to subsection (3) of this section, the office shall create quarterly status reports regarding the major information technology project using the performance indicators that were specified for the project by the project manager. The office shall provide the quarterly status report for each major information project to the joint technology committee and shall include in the report the budget specified in the project baseline metrics, the committed budget for the project to date, and the amount that has been spent on the project to date.

(b) If the quarterly status report for a major information technology project indicates that the project is unlikely to achieve the performance indicators established for the project, the office shall place the project on a list for more intense monitoring.

(c) In the course of monitoring major information technology projects the office shall determine whether there is a need for corrective action for the project. If the office determines that the project is not in compliance with the established baseline metrics for the project, that the variances in the established performance indicators or success factors established for the project are intolerable, or that the project is otherwise in need of corrective action, the office shall notify the state agency that is a party to the contract for the project of the office’s recommended corrective action for the project.

SECTION 3. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add 24-37.5-805 as follows:

24-37.5-805. Major information technology projects - accountability - change management - process improvement - legislative declaration - definition. (1) (a) The general assembly finds and declares that:
(I) AS THE STATE SEEKS TO PROVIDE IMPROVED SERVICE AT A LOWER COST TO ITS CITIZENS AND AS TECHNOLOGY CONTINUES TO PLAY AN INCREASED ROLE IN SERVICE DELIVERY, THE PACE OF CHANGE FOR GOVERNMENTAL BODIES WILL CONTINUE TO INCREASE;

(II) PROGRAMS THAT INVOLVE SIGNIFICANT EXPENDITURES OR MAJOR CHANGES FOR LARGE NUMBERS OF STATE RESIDENTS SHOULD EACH BE BACKED BY A STRONG BUSINESS CASE AT ITS LAUNCH;

(III) RESEARCH HAS CONSISTENTLY SHOWN THAT PROJECTS WITH EFFECTIVE CHANGE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS ARE SIGNIFICANTLY MORE LIKELY TO BE SUCCESSFUL THAN PROJECTS WITH LITTLE OR NO CHANGE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS AND ARE SIGNIFICANTLY MORE LIKELY TO BE COMPLETED ON TIME AND ON OR UNDER BUDGET; AND

(IV) LEADING PRIVATE BUSINESSES HAVE GROWN AND REGULARLY UTILIZE CHANGE MANAGEMENT SERVICES TO ENSURE THAT TECHNOLOGICAL, ORGANIZATIONAL, AND OTHER CHANGES ARE EFFECTIVELY IMPLEMENTED.

(b) THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FURTHER FINDS AND DECLARES THAT THE INTENT OF THIS SECTION IS TO USE CHANGE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS FOR MAJOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS IN THE STATE TO IMPROVE FINAL OUTCOMES AND REDUCE THE OVERALL COST TO THE STATE FOR MAJOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS.

(2) (a) FOR MAJOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS THAT ARE PROPOSED TO THE JOINT BUDGET COMMITTEE FOR FUNDING IN THE 2020-2021 STATE FISCAL YEAR, OR ANY STATE FISCAL YEAR THEREAFTER, A STATE AGENCY SHALL INCLUDE A CHANGE MANAGEMENT PLAN AND RESOURCES NECESSARY FOR THE EXECUTION OF THE CHANGE MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR MAJOR INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY PROJECTS. AT A MINIMUM, A CHANGE MANAGEMENT PLAN AND EXECUTION SHALL INCORPORATE THE FOLLOWING:

(I) A STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS COVERING ALL IMPACTED PARTIES, INCLUDING IMPACTED GROUPS, NUMBER OF STAKEHOLDERS IMPACTED, TYPE AND DEGREE OF IMPACT, AND LIKE AREAS AND DEGREE OF RESISTANCE;

(II) A CHANGE RISK ASSESSMENT;
(III) PRIMARY SPONSORS FOR THE CHANGE PROGRAM;

(IV) A CHANGE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM APPROACH; AND

(V) A CHANGE MANAGEMENT WORK PLAN FOR COMMUNICATION, COACHING, TRAINING, SPONSORSHIP, AND RESISTANCE MANAGEMENT.

(b) A STATE AGENCY SHALL SEEK BEST PRACTICES WITH PRIVATE- OR PUBLIC-SECTOR EXPERTS WHEN APPROPRIATE TO DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT CHANGE MANAGEMENT PLANS. CHANGE MANAGEMENT CONSULTING MAY BE INDEPENDENT OF PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION.

(c) A STATE AGENCY SHALL PROVIDE WRITTEN CHANGE MANAGEMENT PLANS TO THE JOINT TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE AND THE OFFICE OF STATE PLANNING AND BUDGETING.
SECTION 4. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.
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